Ruggers win in first game

By Susan M. Rogers

The rugby team trounced Boston University’s Rugby Club 17-5 Saturday at the end of the day. The freshman team, sailing at Tufts, also had disqualification troubles and could only manage a 1-2 win over the Engineers of the season. The greater stamina of Boston players. Some of the Tech three-quarter forwards, and others were playing rugger for the first time Saturday afternoon.

Sailing at Tufts with Tech in a field of ten squads in New England, both Boston and Tech were more experienced but much older than the jubilant Tech freshmen. However, Tech could only manage a 17-5 win over the second half as the Engineers plunged ahead to win over the rivals. The greater stamina of Boston players. Some of the Tech three-quarter forwards, and others were playing rugger for the first time Saturday afternoon.

Burton tallies 59

One-sided games mark intramural softball action

The second weekend of intramural softball was opened with several close, well-fought contests, and some of these contests which were not so close.

Burton B Trumps Phi E

The most interesting game of the week was an abbreviated contest between Burton B and Phi E which was called after three innings. This was more than enough time, however, for Burton B to score 18 runs in the first inning, 17 in the second, and 24 in the third to finish the game with a grand total of 59 runs. Phi E did, however, manage to escape being shut out by scoring 2 runs in the third inning.

Led by Dick Hawks ’65 and Steve Fletcher ’65, LC’s swamped SPS 33 to 3. Hawks had a remarkable day going 4 for 5, and getting most of his hits with men on base.

Paradise Cafe Rounds Last year’s winner, Persandino, was scoring for Tech were Marty Roberts, Ed Roberts, and Danny Hold-leeves (twice). Against a brick breeze, John Lees leaped John Lees conceded a successful conversion after the fourth try. Said optimistic Captain Marty Roberts, “We have a much better team this season, and we’re going to win lots more than we’re going to lose.”

From the top—Cornell Sting Ray Sport Coupe and Convertible, Corsair Monza Spyder Club Coupe and Convertible, Chevy II Nova Sport Coupe and Convertible, Super Sport and Spyder equipment optional at extra cost.

four with... four without...

ALL TO GO!

Chevy’s got four entirely different models for your day, coupe and convertible to get you moving on the road right now—the Super Sport! With a choice of extra-cost options like electric automatic, 4-speed shift or high-performance engines, they’re all out as all out as sport as you want to go.

First, the Jet-speed Impala Super Sport with your choice of 7 different options that range up to 425 hp and include the popular Turbo-Fire 409* with 340 hp for smooth, responsive driving in city traffic.

Then there’s the Chevy II Nova 400 Super Sport. Special instrument cluster, fastback seat, full wheel disc, three-speed shift or floor-mounted Powerglide automatic* and other sporty features.

Two more for spring fever—the Corvair Monza Spyder with full instrumentation and a turbocharged six-speed engine. And if you want to pull out the stops, the Chevrolet Sting Ray, winner of the “Cruiser” 1963 A.S.I. Engineering Excellence Award.

If the promise of spring has been getting to you, we can practically guarantee one of these will, too! (*)Optional at extra cost.

NOW SEE WHAT’S NEW AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S

Ping pong teams seek league leads as championship tourney approaches

By Dick Minnick ’65

All forty-six intramural table tennis teams were in action last week. With only three more evenings of play remaining, the leading edges in each league are almost certain to enter the final play-offs. The top two teams in each of the major division leagues and the top single team in each of the minor division leagues will enter the finals to determine the ranking of the top twelve places. There will probably be a secondary play-off among the third place major league teams and the third place minor league teams, but no runners-up in the minor division to decide the thirteenth through twentieth ranking.

Baker Looks Strong

Baker House, which finished first, second, sixth, and nineteenth last year, looks equally strong this year. Two of their four teams are leading their leagues and the other two are in second place. Baker is almost certain to have at least three teams in the finals. Baker A is the favored team with two of the members of last year’s championship team. Richard Bernard ’63 and Stan McFarlane ’64 seem to be the key player of the ace-player Alan Bell ’65. Two Burton Touches In Lead

Burton House is driving almost as well with two teams in the lead, two in second, and one in third place in their respective leagues. Burton A looks very strong with Pat Carlin ’64, Dave Doel ’64, and Dave Wachtman ’64, all members of last year’s championship team. Burton C is also doing well, backed by Steve Lawrence ’65, and Steve Bolt ’64, members of last year’s fourth place team.

In the minor division, Phi Delta Theta A leads league 1, Alpha Epsilon Pi A topped Phi Delta Theta B to take the lead in league 7. Phi Beta Epsilon and Phi Kappa Theta A are tied for second place with 5 honors while Phi 
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SCIENCE and MATHEMATICS GRADUATES!

Prepares to teach as a Specialist in the Elementary School.

Consider New York University’s Graduate Program 888. If you are a Liberal Arts graduate, in one year you can... • qualify as a specialist teacher of science in the elementary school. • obtain a Master of Arts degree. • receive certification as an elementary teacher.

SCHOLARSHIPS UP TO $3,000 AVAILABLE.

Applicants must have a general average of 3.0. Write to: Experimental Teaching Center

New York University

535 Main Building

Washington Square

New York, New York

Tel: Spring 7-3000, Extension 8304